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INTRODUCTION
Looking to grow your mobile data revenues? Here are
seven data revenue increasing opportunities to consider.
As Voice and SMS revenue declines, mobile operators are pinning their hopes
on a growth in revenue from mobile data services. In order to increase data
revenue at reasonable margins, mobile operators need to focus on three main
areas:

1. Increasing the penetration of mobile data subscribers
2. Increasing the data consumption of these subscribers
3. Migrating subscribers to the lowest cost technology

We have identified seven specific opportunities for meeting
these larger goals. Are you making the most of them?
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INCREASING THE PENETRATION OF MOBILE DATA SUBSCRIBERS
Opportunity 1: Upgrading Legacy Phones to
Smartphones

Opportunity 2 - Subscriber Education about
Internet Services

In developing countries, there is still a considerable
proportion of subscribers with legacy phones that are
not data capable. For example 2G/EDGE phones (i.e. not
smartphones) account for a median of 42% of phone
users across emerging economies [1]. Fortunately the
price of smartphones is rapidly declining as production
volumes increase.

The GSMA has indicated in a recent report [2] that
poor digital literacy is one of several barriers to data
consumption, especially for women, contributing to
some 327m fewer woman accessing the internet
than men across low and medium income countries.
Through gamification, subscribers can be introduced

This provides an ideal opportunity for mobile operators
to aggressively promote the merits of smartphones
during this narrow, land-grab, window of opportunity (~2

to the benefits of online services and applications.
Informed and confident subscribers are more likely
to engage with the mobile operator’s products.

years), and to convert subscribers from non-data users
to data “addicts” through multi-stage subscriber journeys
and intelligently priced products.

Opportunity 3 - Development of Data Services
In parallel with the upgrading of phones (as described
above), the mobile operator should also be actively
attempting to increase the data consumption of its datacapable subscribers.

“

Apart from simply offering data bundles, mobile
operators have an opportunity to develop a wide
range of sophisticated services that address the

2G/EDGE phones (i.e. not
smartphones) account for a
median of 42% of phone users
across emerging economies

needs of data consumers; such as in the areas of
entertainment, finance, flexible pricing and credit.

”

- Pew Research Centre

By offering these services, or via partnerships, the
mobile operator can claw back revenue otherwise
lost to OTT providers.
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INCREASING MOBILE DATA CONSUMPTION
Opportunity 4 - Segmented Promotions
By careful matching of service and price to subscriber
segments, and by making the offer at the right time, the
mobile operator can increase sales and revenue.

Opportunity 6 - Promotion of Data Consuming
Products
Recently, a wide range of products that consume data
have come onto the market; these include devices to
upgrade a “dumb TV” to a “smart TV” (e.g. Google
Chromecast), home assistants (Amazon Alexa, Google

Such marketing requires real time information on

Home Assistant), home security systems (e.g. IP

subscriber attributes, advanced segmentation and

security cameras), home automation systems, etc. All

intelligent pricing in order to make an offer which will be

these products are designed to interface to Wi-Fi

appropriate to the subscriber’s needs at that moment.

networks.
If a mobile operator has facilitated the provision of

Opportunity 5 - Promotion of Mobile Enabled
Wi-Fi Nodes

domestic and SME Wi-Fi nodes, then active promotion
of these products will grow data consumption
significantly.

In developed countries, typically 70% of data originating
from a mobile is carried via Wi-Fi/fibre backhaul due to

Video is, and promises to remain, the killer app in terms

its ubiquity and low cost. Mobile operators in developing

of data consumption. Some 74% of data is expected to

countries have an opportunity to address the lack of Wi-

be video in nature by 2024 [3].

Fi by promoting mobile data enabled “fixed-cellular” Wi-Fi
hotspots for SME and home use.
Lower-priced data will drive consumption and lock the
subscriber (and extended family) onto the mobile
operator’s network. Again this concept is most
successful if promoted to the correct demographic with

74%

of data is expected
to be video in
nature by 2024

Mobile data traffic by application category per month (percent)

intelligently priced options to ensure maximum value for
money.

70%

of data originating from
a mobile is carried via
Wi-Fi / fibre backhaul.

(Ericsson Mobility Report, Nov. 2018)
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MIGRATION OF SUBSCRIBERS TO LEAST-COST TECHNOLOGIES
Opportunity 7 – 2G/3G to 4G Migration
In order to remain price-competitive, with decent
margins, it is important that a mobile operator conducts
the majority of its business over a network that offers
the lowest cost per bit.
An opportunity therefore exists for mobile operators to
migrate subscribers, in the most efficient way possible,
from older technologies to newer ones.
Intelligent pricing incentives, and focused promotion to
the highest volume data users, can result in both
increased utilization of new 4/5G networks (improving
ROI) while also freeing up 2/3G spectrum for re-farming.
Improving QoE while lowering cost-per-bit for top end
subscribers guarantees their loyalty.

IN CONCLUSION

“

There are significant opportunities for
those mobile operators who actively
attract new data subscribers, who actively
work at removing barriers and who
actively create data consumption
opportunities for their subscribers.

Digitata has the technology and experience to assist
mobile operators in exploiting all these opportunities.

”

Hilton Goodhead
Product Advisory

For further information and details on these opportunities, request our white paper on “Seven Opportunities to Increase
Revenue and Margin from Mobile Data - Are you making the most of them?”
Digitata’s suite of intelligent voice and data products intelligently transforms pricing & subscriber engagement for mobile
operators, empowering them to make better & more informed decisions to meet and exceed business objectives.
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ABOUT DIGITATA LIMITED

ABOUT 4SIGHT HOLDINGS

Digitata Limited is a multinational technology
company, focused on providing Industry 4.0
solutions to the telecommunications industry
across the areas of revenue management,
customer engagement through gamification
and mobile network management.

As a multi-national diversified investment
holding Group, we leverage our subsidiaries’
extensive product and services portfolio of
Industry 4.0 technology solutions, to create
impact that empowers customers to make
better and more informed decisions in the
modern digital economy.

Our

intelligent

pricing

solutions

and

customer

engagement technology (incorporating gamification)

Our business model is to enable our subsidiaries to

ably assist mobile operators in maximising revenue and

take advantage of various products and solutions

advancing their digital transformation journey.

within our Group of companies, to deliver digital
transformation solutions to their customers.

Our mobile network management

offering adds

efficiencies to mobile operators of all sizes with

Our subsidiaries focus on a cross section of

solutions that monitor, audit, control and automate

established, new and emerging technologies. This

quality of service and customer experience.

includes (but is not limited to) Autonomous and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions with Machine
network

Learning, Big Data, Cloud and Business Intelligence

vendors, brands and agencies to offer their customers

solutions, Simulation, Augmented and Virtual Reality

greater value and enhanced customer experiences.

solutions.

Our

solutions

enable

mobile

operators,

This is achieved through the application of machine
learning and automated intelligence across our range

These technologies manifest in the various solutions

of products and services.

we deliver to customers in the telecommunications,
mining, manufacturing, energy, chemicals, private and
public sector.
4Sight Holdings is now positioned as the “Digitalisation
partner of choice ”for customers to embark on and take
advantage of the Fourth Industrial Revolution journey
.
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